Chopel Perilous (1989) ........................................ Bruce Hamilton (b.1966)
for solo snare drums and tape

Bem-Vindo (1993) ................................................... Ney Rosauro (b.1952)

Fertility Rites .................................................... Christos Hatzis (b.1953)
I.
II.
III.

Hexengeheule (1987) ........................................ Andrew Thomas (b.1939)
J. Michael Sammons, marimba

Intermission

Nagoya Marimbas ................................................... Steve Reich (b.1936)
J. Michael Sammons, marimba

Four Movements for Marimba ........................ Michael J. Buritt (b.1959)
I. Improvisation
II. Perpetual
III. Ethereal
IV. Mécanique

Therapy (1975) .................................................... John Serry (b.1954)
I. Anxieties
II. Fantasies
III. Aggressions

Mr. Aaron Emery is a student of Professor Gary Cook, Dr. Norman Weinberg, and Artist in Residence Robin Horn. This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the Master of Music degree.